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 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

Posts were moved to a thread in Grudge Matches forum from the
OSA Network Orders thread to enable the discussion to continue on
that thread without being derailed into 'personality flame wars'.
Members who have been here over 6 months and have 50+ posts
can view that forum.

ESMB's current management suggests reading this post. 

http://www.forum.exscn.net/showthrea...for-this-board

We also respect anonymity here, therefore any post with
information that 'outs' people will have consequent action taken.

Moderator 3375

#11

Join Date:
Posts:

Jan 2016
936

Moderator 3375 

Super Moderator

What this board isn't:

A vehicle to exact verbal revenge on those who have harmed us
both inside 
and outside of Scientology. By that I mean continuing to trade
insults & 
flame wars that are a hang over from past relationships, feuds
from other 
messageboards, chat channels etc.

 Reply With Quote

Post Thanks / Like

 lotus, RogerB, Ogsonofgroo says "thank you" for this post

 AnonyMary, Ogsonofgroo liked this post
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22nd May 2017, 02:10 PM

 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

Watchful Navigator: I am the current and only admin on ESMB.
I do not engage in Facebook; I do not have an account there, nor
do I want one. You may have been told something by a former
ESMB admin on Facebook, but it was not said to you by me. 

ESMB exists for the purpose of discussing scientology. I do,
however, recognize that a community has formed here where
people have friends with whom they wish to discuss other topics;
therefore there are Off Topic areas for that discussion. These are
not visible to unregistered guests or new members because the
primary subject here is scientology, and I believe most members
want it to remain that way. There are certainly many other places
on the internet for discussing other topics, if that is one's primary
interest.

There were indeed "conspiracy theory" posts which were closed
(although I do not think they were deleted) and some members
who were participating extensively in those threads but not in
scientology threads were banned. This was done by a former admin,
not me, who has no control over the board now. The board
moderators who are here now are also not those who were here
during that time.

That said, the management of the board is not something that is
open to much discussion. I run this forum for free, at the cost of
my personal time and effort, and I will run it the way I see fit. The
moderators also give of their time and effort for free. Donations
are collected annually in order to pay for the server space, but are
not required for participation. If anyone does not like the way the
board is being run, they are free to find another place to
congregate with like-minded others.

ESMB is not on a membership drive; people are free to come and
go as they please, as long as the rules are followed and they do not
create the need for excessive effort on the part of the mods or
myself. 

I will also tell you that I do not look favorably on people who out
people who do not want to be known by their real names, here or
elsewhere; or those people who promote OSA's agenda or carry out
any other vendetta against people. You have been warned.

#12

Join Date:
Posts:

Dec 2010
1,915

ethercat 

Administrator

 Originally Posted by Watchful Navigator 

I had also been told by an ESMB admin who came on a
Facebook group a couple months ago, that he and other ESMB
staff had taken down many threads linking to "conspiracy
theory" and had banned several of the persons involved.
Therefore I no longer considered ESMB a safe enough "free
speech" zone to bother with (and the other factor was the stuff
you probably noticed that was pulled from the thread about the
OSA NW Orders leak we have migrated from).

http://www.forum.exscn.net/showthread.php?43919-to-Watchful-navigator-re-Your-recent-coming-back-on-esmb&p=1142042&viewfull=1#post1142042
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Public indignation will be the tipping point against Scientology. We are
Reaching For the Tipping Point!
Why did people join? Why did people leave? Find out at Scientology -
Through the Door.

Narconon Reviews
Independent Reviews of the Narconon Drug Re  
Answers to Frequently Asked But Seldom Answe  

 Reply With Quote

Post Thanks / Like

 Churchill, Ogsonofgroo, Karen#1, Lurker5, JBWriter and 4 others says "thank you" for this post

 Churchill, Ogsonofgroo, Karen#1, Lurker5, JBWriter and 2 others liked this post

22nd May 2017, 04:26 PM

 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

#13

Join Date:
Posts:

Jun 2008
8,664

AnonyMary 

Crusader

 Originally Posted by Watchful Navigator 

Thank You Lotus

Well, this is not the thread I've so far been excluded from, but I
appreciate you giving me this venue to answer questions.

I'm not here to disrupt or call names. But you're right to call for
caution - calling the ESMBers "all of them dupes" is a serious
generality, and the fact is that most are independent thinkers
like you and I.

I was approached by a few people on the "dupes" section of the
list, and I removed every one of them at their request (with
apologies in at least one case). The top of the list (asterisks *)
remains unchanged (which I won't quote here).

This "Sad State of the Scientology Field" post was followed by a
"Call for Cessation of Hostilities" where I promised to get back
to business and ease out of the controversy I felt I had
identified.

I think your questions to Terril (with whom I currently enjoy a
pleasant truce sharing a Facebook group that invites people to
find out more about Scientology - the good and the bad) are
quite fair. 

I am interested in seeing that old war come to an end. I have
trouble understanding why some key leaders in the ex-
community feel justified in feeding the continuous, ongoing Fair
Game on Mike and Virginia McClaughry, which has involved
their non-Scientology children and has all of the earmarks of a
high-level (above OSA) operation with lots of third party and an
explosive beginning (08 Oct 2002) 
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!ms...8/e-p-LXKrJEUJ
This was by the way, in reference to a mailing done in the
vicinity of the McClaughry residence - but - and no one ever
bothered to really dig into it other than Virginia - also in the
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vicinity of Dave Lebow's private investigator operations. Many
people seemed to pick up on Alan's hint as "fact" - and many
other odd things were thrown into the mix "all of a sudden"
which seemed designed to create the impression that the
McClaughrys had betrayed the field. (And it worked! And it has
persisted over the past 15 years.)

(I hope that what I have been saying really is an "outrageous"
conspiracy theory," because if so, this can all come to a
peaceful end, right? Is massive, orchestrated and persistent
shunning, the price they should be asked to pay for going up
against the cash-cow 6-mo. checks line and getting targeted
with everything David Miscavige could throw at them, and
wouldn't you expect a little more tolerance of disrelated, not-
personal-attack publication of hard-to-accept research material,
on that basis?)

I hope I have explained some of my concerns that prompted me
to write the list, keeping in mind that it was also done under
the duress of just having leaked the OSA NW Orders pack (April
30) and the immediate aftermath, which "coincidentally"
included the take-down of the mentioned Facebook group,
whereupon I wrote it and first issued it.

I had also been told by an ESMB admin who came on a
Facebook group a couple months ago, that he and other ESMB
staff had taken down many threads linking to "conspiracy
theory" and had banned several of the persons involved.
Therefore I no longer considered ESMB a safe enough "free
speech" zone to bother with (and the other factor was the stuff
you probably noticed that was pulled from the thread about the
OSA NW Orders leak we have migrated from).

When people slime threads as badly as was done over on the
tech discussion "The Pilot" thread, I think, "OSA!" (per the
helpful pointers Tory has offered on "how to spot") or at the
very least, "hater!" (And I, with open identity, am accused of
"trolling"?)

I hope I went into as much as you needed and wanted to know
in answer to your initial questions, because I have no urge to
go deeper into it here unless I need to clarify a point or two. I
really don't consider "all" of ESMBers "dupes" and I hope no one
takes it personally.

I would like to see healing take place in our field - particularly
starting with those hit the hardest and therefore most in need
of support. Some of them get the support they need here and
even at Tony's - some of them decidedly don't.

I am not part of the call for apologies - not even on Mike Rinder
(on whom people seem divided in both the 'Indy' and 'ex-'
field). I just want to see more effort in getting the dogs called
off and the cover blown on continuing OSA ops and possibly
deeper GO and government cover-up operations. Yes, I believe
that some of these seem to be in that range (credit card
cancellations, passport flags, jobs cost, other religious cult-
members used to harrass, etc.).

We are about to see a Leah Remini special episode with tearful
apologies. That is not a bad thing. But what we really, really
need in my opinion, is effective exposure of operations still
running (the main motive of my "Sad State of the Scientology
Field" posting) as the first steps of "Truth and Reconciliation."
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Your post to The Ministry of Flying Ducks The Sad State of the
"Scientology Field", which was posted at the below site, makes it
impossible for me to give credence to much of what you have
explained away here. I'm surprised I am not on the list as "the new
best friend of" one of the named on it, because the source of that
person's name being outed on the internet is OSA. 

Secret Scientology Plot Exposed!
Posted on May 12, 2017 | 6 Comments
https://otviiiisgrrr8.com/2017/05/12...-plot-exposed/

Whatever direction you are following, I give it a vote of no
confidence, Scott

Scott Gordon

WATCHFUL NAVIGATOR

~ Mary McConnell, my nom de plume
Internet Resources on Scientology for newcomers
Narconon Reviews Get the facts about Narconon.
Reaching For The Tipping Point A place to keep up on what is being done to
expose Scn & it's front groups, like Narconon, CCHR etc to the general public.
Lots of up-to-date info. Join us 
My Scribd Scn & Narconon Legal Dox
Ex-Sea Org Helpline "...leaving the confines of Scientology is a process, not a
single event."

 Reply With Quote

Post Thanks / Like

 phenomanon, Lurker5, Karen#1, lotus, TheOriginalBigBlue and 1 others says "thank you" for this post

 Lurker5, Karen#1, TheOriginalBigBlue, Churchill liked this post
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 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

#14

Join Date:
Posts:

Apr 2015
1,934

TheOriginalBigBlue 

Silver Meritorious Patron

 Originally Posted by AnonyMary 

Your post to The Ministry of Flying Ducks The Sad State of
the "Scientology Field", which was posted at the below site,
makes it impossible for me to give credence to much of what
you have explained away here. I'm surprised I am not on the
list as "the new best friend of" one of the named on it, because
the source of that person's name being outed on the internet is
OSA. 

Secret Scientology Plot Exposed!
Posted on May 12, 2017 | 6 Comments
https://otviiiisgrrr8.com/2017/05/12...-plot-exposed/

Whatever direction you are following, I give it a vote of no
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Thank you AnonyMary! I have been hanging back on this whole
brewhaha but you have summarized my thoughts perfectly. When I
first read that conspiracy post my immediate take-away was, "OK,
this is a pissing match." Whatever credibility was gained by
facilitating the release of OSA docs is negated by the
disparagement of so many good people.

confidence, Scott

Last edited by TheOriginalBigBlue; 22nd May 2017 at 10:34 PM.
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 Lurker5 says "thank you" for this post

22nd May 2017, 05:28 PM

 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

Arrr...goddamn dupes...

#15

Join Date:
Posts:

Jan 2013
907

F.Bullbait 

Oh, a wise guy,eh?

 Originally Posted by AnonyMary 

Your post to The Ministry of Flying Ducks The Sad State of
the "Scientology Field", which was posted at the below site,
makes it impossible for me to give credence to much of what
you have explained away here. I'm surprised I am not on the
list as "the new best friend of" one of the named on it, because
the source of that person's name being outed on the internet is
OSA. 

Secret Scientology Plot Exposed!
Posted on May 12, 2017 | 6 Comments
https://otviiiisgrrr8.com/2017/05/12...-plot-exposed/

Whatever direction you are following, I give it a vote of no
confidence, Scott
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"Go to heaven for the climate and hell for the company." –Mark Twain

"Religion and theology must not be confounded. Religion is not doctrine, but a
new birth." - R. Falckenberg History of Modern Philosophy (on German
mysticism).
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 phenomanon, lotus laughed at this post
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 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

Scott Gordon,

Please answer these questions.

You have posted on numerous Facebook groups that

1) I am part of Military Intelligence 
2) That Tony Ortega is part of Military

Intelligence
3) That Tony Ortega and myself are Neruo

#16

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Feb 2010
Los Angeles
2,359

Karen#1 

Gold Meritorious Patron
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Linguistic programmers who have duped the Ex
community

4) That my husband Jeffrey Augustine recruits
for the Free Masons.

I am asking for evidence to support the above. I
know you will agree with me that when you run
accusations like this all over the web, it is only

common sense
to have evidence.

Can you share with me and the members of ESMB
supporting evidence to these allegations ?

Last edited by Karen#1; 22nd May 2017 at 08:11 PM.

 Reply With Quote

Post Thanks / Like

 J. Swift, Churchill, Hypatia, Type4_PTS, Lurker5 says "thank you" for this post

 Churchill, Type4_PTS, TheOriginalBigBlue, Lurker5 liked this post

22nd May 2017, 08:19 PM

 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

As is well known I have been promoting the FZ/Independent 
scientology for 17 years. The McClaughreys in their earliest 
forays on the net attacked just about everyone in these areas.

Their website even had a section for gathering data on
Fzers so as to bring lawsuits against them. I'll post further 
data on that.

#17

Join Date:
Posts:

Jan 2007
12,099

Terril park 

Sponsor

 Originally Posted by lotus 

Terril,
Would you agree to explain me something..I am serious and
there is no trap...

Why are you still using this ''they attacked me I attacked them''
ennemy Scientology meme...
Aren't you tired about that ????

What's the thing..the subject of the war ???
Is it really to save the planet for insanity ???? To save the tech
??? to save misapplication ??? 
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 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

 Yay for middle class aunties!

Nice post, Terrill.

#18

Join Date:
Posts:

Jul 2012
2,343

phenomanon 

Gold Meritorious Patron

 Originally Posted by Terril park 

The idea that all esmbers or all anybodys are dupes was
strongly promoted by the McClaughreys. I've attacked them on
many 
occasions for other reasons. They have villified and attacked the

FZ so I responded.

I've intereacted with them intermittantly for maybe 15 years. 

However Virginia did highlight the HCOPL indicating the 6 
month sec checksecs are violently opposed to the aims of Scn. 
I have a rare copy of that issue.

This is an example of a rare McClaughrey positive action

The idea that all here are "dupes" is clearly nonsense.

PTS to the middle class aunties should be a protected 

species IMO. 

phenomanon
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 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

Great minds and so forth. Yeah. I was thinking the same thing. Not
all of us share his purpose. Been there. Done that.

Join Date:
Posts:

Jul 2012
2,343

phenomanon 

Gold Meritorious Patron

 Originally Posted by I told you I was trouble 

There is no need for your concern Watchful ... there is no
"war" ... we're individuals here, we don't need to be
organised, ordered or worried about, we are not "a field"
and though we have our cult experience in common many of
us don't want to be defined by that.

Please keep doing your thing, post here if and when you feel
like it but accept (as we all have to) that you will probably
receive responses that you may not appreciate.

We are not a regulated group and I sincerely hope we never
become one.

phenomanon
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 lotus says "thank you" for this post

22nd May 2017, 09:51 PM

 Re: to Watchful navigator re: Your recent coming back on
esmb

.

#20

Join Date:
Posts:

Jan 2009
21,683

HelluvaHoax! 

Gold Meritorious Sponsor

 Originally Posted by Terril park 

--snipped--
The McClaughreys in their earliest forays on the net attacked
just about everyone in these areas.

Their website even had a section for gathering data on FZers so
as to bring lawsuits against them. . .
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Thanks. Good to know!

It also answers this Scientology Koan:

WHAT IS WORSE THAN A SCIENTOLOGIST?

Answer: A KSW Scientologist who applies Scientology the way Ron
intended.

________________________

Scientology literally saved my life! Without Ron's books I would have frozen to
death!!! (see avatar)

Scientology in one word? HelluvaHoax!

I never felt as free as when I freed myself from "Total Freedom".

For offended Scientologists reading this blasphemy about L. Ron Hubbard---
my apologies for talking about real life without lying to you, like Scientology,
with goo-goo theta-talk. I know you don't have a floating needle right now.
You're not supposed to. 
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 lotus says "thank you" for this post

 Karen#1, lotus laughed at this post
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